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The purpose of verification of meteorological 
products is to improve skills and accuracy of 
forecast by knowing its accuracy, and to enable 
more effective use of those products by users.

Quality Management System for aeronautical 
meteorological services became standard practice  
of ICAO ANNEX 3 in 2012.

For quality assurance, verification of meteorological 
products is indispensable.
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 Methods of verification differs from MWO to MWO.
 As regards TURB (turbulence) and TS 

(thunderstorm), JMA verifies                                 
(1) SEV (severe) TURB and TS in WS SIGMET &    
(2) SEV and MOD (moderate) TURB and TS in 
FBJP (Domestic SIGWX Prognostic Chart).
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 To be introduced here are verification methods
being used by the Japan Meteorological 
Agency (JMA) for severe events (TURB or TS) 
forecast by WS SIGMET for Fukuoka FIR. 

 JMA uses two ways for verifying effectiveness 
of FCST, using three indices.
 Combination Probability of Detection and Volume 

Ratio
 Hit Rate Ratio
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Data Used for Verification 
(Pilot Reports)

 Pilot Reports from Fukuoka FIR are collected by the Japan 
Civil Aviation Bureau (JCAB). 

 JCAB shares them with airline companies and JMA by 
such messages as PIREP, AIREP and ARS (Special air-
report), which covers observation of SMTH (smooth), LGT 
(Light) TURB, MOD TURB, and SEV TURB.

 If a Pilot Report of SEV TURB is received in the area 
where SIGMET for TS has been issued, JMA uses the 
Pilot Report for verifying SIGMET for TS, assuming that 
the SEV TURB occurred due to TS.

Note: Many Pilot Reports are received in daytime and along 
air route, while not so many in nighttime and far from 
air route. 5
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Area for verification 
for SIGMET is the 

whole Fukuoka FIR
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Indices for Verification
Taking SEV TURB 

for Example
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 Probability of detection is 
the ratio of number of observed relevant severe events that was forecast 
in FCST area
to number of observed severe events in FIR.

 Or, in other words, it is the probability, or rate, of severe events detected in 
FCST area among all severe events in FIR.

 The larger, the better. 
 N.B. It is not user-friendly to enlarge FCST area to make this index better 

because larger FCST area will widen the alert area.

Hit + Missed
Hit 

=       = 0.66

Probability of 
Detection =

2
3

SEV event number in FIR
SEV event number in FCST area
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 Volume Ratio is 
the ratio of number of all kinds of events in FCST area (volume) 
to number of all kinds of events in FIR (volume).

 This Ratio indicates the relative volume of FCST area in FIR (on 
the assumption that all events are dispersed uniformly in FIR).    
Or, in other words, it is an indicator of average bulkiness of FCST 
area.

 The smaller, the better, provided that corresponding Probability of 
Detection remains the same, since the FCST area (volume) was 
sufficiently narrowed.

=       = 0.3

Volume Ratio
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Probability of Detection and Volume 
Ratio are positively correlated. 

This means that larger FCST area will 
contain more severe events, but on 
the other hand, the rate of false alarm 
(forecasted but not observed) 
becomes higher instead.

Good forecast:
Larger Probability of Detection, and
Smaller FCST area

Poor forecast:
Smaller Probability of Detection, and
Larger FCST area

Good 

Volume Ratio

Poor 
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Relationship between Probability of 
Detection of SEV TURB (vertical axis) 
and Volume Ratio (horizontal axis)

Probability of 
Detection

FCST area is more bulky.

S
core is higher.



 Hit Rate in FCST area is 
the ratio of number of observed severe relevant events that was forecast
to number of all kinds of observed events

in FCST area. 
 Hit Rate in FIR is 

the ratio of number of observed relevant severe events 
to number of all kinds of observed events

in FIR. 
 These Hit Rates mean spatial average of occurrence frequency of severe events. Or, 

in other words, how much severe events were concentrated in those areas.
 Hit Rate in FCST area becomes larger when better forecast is issued by MWO.

=      = 0.66Hit Rate
in FCST area

=
SEV event number

Event number
2
3
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 Hit Rate Ratio is a ratio of Hit Rate in FCST area to that in FIR.
 Hit Rate Ratio shows you how meaningful the WS SIGMETs were, 

regarding location and concentration of severe events.
 The larger, the better, because larger Hit Rate Ratio means that severe 

events occurred (much) more in the FCST areas compared to those in 
the whole FIR.

 Approximately, probability of encountering with SEV TURB in FCST 
area of SIGMET is 30 times higher than in areas where SIGMET has not 
been issued in Fukuoka FIR.

=         = 2.2

Hit Rate Ratio =
Hit Rate in FCST area
Hit Rate in FIR
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 It is probable that avoidance of TURB using SIGMET 
leads to less number of encountering TURB events 
(reported events). 

 Also, it is probable that avoidance of CB clouds using 
airplane’s radar and/or SIGMET leads to less number 
of encountering TS events (reported events).

 As described above, Probability of Detection may look 
worse than it really is, since no airplane willingly dare 
to go into alerted area, resulting in less reports. 
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 When WC SIGMET is issued, Pilot Reports in the FCST area of 
tropical cyclone should be excluded from verification.

 In other words, don’t use Pilot Reports coming from estimated 
CB areas interpolated between observed and forecast TC 
centers.

Observed CB area included 
in WC SIGMET

Observed TC center 
included in WC SIGMET

Forecast TC center 
included in WC SIGMET

radius

Estimated position of 
TC center.

A circle of the same size as the observed CB area.
You should not use Pilot Reports in the circle.

radius
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 JMA uses three indices: Probability of Detection, Volume 
Ratio, and Hit Rate Ratio for SIGMET and FBJP 
verification in order to improve its forecast to more 
meaningful (timely and area-specific) one.

 Long-term and electronic saving of all observation 
reports and all forecast in the responsible area is 
indispensable for verification.

 Performing case studies using the said indices helps 
JMA verify forecast results and further improve its 
SIGMET and FBJP.
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